More Videos:

A Mexican TV video about Dr. Irma Yolanda Sanchez (PhD '09 and now professor at the Tecnologico de Monterrey) and her PhD work on insulin delivery. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XE6NCy1anc

Rebekah Scheuerle (ChE BS'13, Gates Cambridge Scholar) is featured in an interview with KXAN (Channel 4, NBC) for being one of the outstanding graduates of the class of 2013 from the University of Texas. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lfm9wh5hag

Rebekah Scheuerle (BS'13, Gates Cambridge Scholar) talks about her work in Prof. Peppas' lab and the drug delivery research she intends to pursue at the University of Cambridge. Link: http://youtu.be/joBhBSZKgTM

Kristi Anseth (BS '91, post doc '94) talks about her work in the field of tissue engineering as part of a series featuring some of the extraordinary people in Boulder, Colorado. Link: http://vimeo.com/57072055

Katie Maass (BS '11, NSF and Hertz Foundation Fellow) talks about her work in Peppas' lab (the exact section is from 3:42 to 4:16 and 4:43 to 4:50). Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZcKXIozC4

Maggie Phillips (PhD '11. NSF/IGERT and Thrust Fellow) talks about her PhD work on oral insulin delivery. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er3DPJGQc40

Antonios Mikos (PhD '88) gives the NIH Director’s Award on “Biomaterials for Tissue Engineering” on September 28, 2011. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c40KOF--I6Y

Kristi Anseth (BS '91, postdoc '94) gives the Centennial Seminar at Purdue on November 29, 2011. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSrCFdtEuVE&list=PLD93216A406FDF93F&index=1&feature=plpp_video

Jennifer Sinclair Curtis (BS '83) gives the Centennial Seminar on October 4, 2011. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1K1ad9iMy6g&list=PLD93216A406FDF93F&index=4&feature=plpp_video

Surya K. Mallapragada (PhD '96), Department Chair and Stanley Chair in Interdisciplinary Engineering at Iowa State University, discusses Bioinspired Materials during a Purdue Centennial Seminar on Feb. 17, 2011. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3ptEi2YXY

Balaji Narasimhan (PhD '97), Associate Dean of Engineering and Professor of Chemical Engineering at Iowa State University. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0TcrURwxlQU

Mark Byrne (PhD '03) receives the 2011 Auburn University Award for Excellence in Teaching. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xeTZZGxJAWc

Mark Byrne (PhD '03) talks about the developments on smart contact lenses in his lab at Auburn University. Links: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCdSsCCToKg & http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9hMOUMCU10

Zach Hilt (PhD ’04) talks about cancer nanotechnology. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCjgGp2zLwk

Kristi Anseth (BS ’91, postdoc ’94) talks about her 2010 AIChE Professional Progress Award lecture. Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCSCDmAvm6Q
An October 2010 video of the Biomedical Engineering Department which is headed by N. Peppas.
Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftp_fJJKyRw

Dr. Jessica (Alameda) Guingrich (BS '89) speaks about the need of mammograms in women.
Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DNObP8WUDJs